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with Anup Karia and Stanya Studentova 

Since the beginning of time, we have relied on dreams, myths 

and fables to explain life’s mysteries and elucidate human 

nature.  During these times of intense change and 

uncertainties (personally and collectively) we need access to 

both newer and ancient wisdom to grow. 

The ‘Dreammaker' is Arnold Mindell’s ( founder of 

Processwork) term for the ultimate source of reality and 

awareness - the ‘Dreaming’, the invisible power behind 

everything. The night time dream is but one manifestation of 

the ‘Dreaming’, and as Joseph Campbell said “Myths are 

public dreams. Dreams are private myths.” 

We will explore and experiment with unfolding our dreams 

and dream-like experiences through metaphors of ancient 

myths and discover how to connect with the creative power 

of the ‘Dreammaker’. 

This workshop is for you, if you are interested in the mystery 

behind everyday life experiences and disturbances like 

conflicts, anxieties, relationship and world troubles, difficult 

body experiences, hopelessness….

This workshop is experiential and you will also learn skills to 

apply in your work with individuals or groups/communities. 
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When and Where 

March 10 - 12, 2017 

Friday 15.00 - 19.00 
Saturday 10.00 - 17.00 
Sunday 10.00 - 16.00 

Old Hampstead Town Hall,  
London NW3 4QP 

How much 

Early bird fee paid by Feb 1st 
2017 : 240 GBP 

Regular fee: 280 GBP 

Registrations 

To register or for more 
information please contact 

admin@processworkuk.org  

Facilitators 

Anup Karia and Stanya 
Studentova are process 
oriented facilitators, trainers, 
psychotherapists and 
supervisors.  They work with 
individuals, groups and 
organisations, and teach 
processwork in the UK, Czech 
Republic and Europe. Anup is 
the director of ProcessworkUK 
training programme and 
Stanya is part of the teaching 
faculty there.  

Both are passionate about 
using creative means in 
processes of change. 

ENCOUNTERS WITH THE 
DREAMMAKER

the power of dreams and myths  in our lives and in the world 
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